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ABSTRACT

This work is based on our recently-proposed reaction-diffusion model of radiation growth of Zr-based materials [1]. In Ref. [1], the equations for the strain rates in unstressed single crystal material under cascade damage conditions were derived as a function of the dislocation densities, which include a contribution from dislocation loops, and the spatial distribution of their Burgers vectors. The model takes into account the intra-cascade clustering of self-interstitial atoms and their one-dimensional diffusion; explains the growth stages, including the break-away growth of pre-annealed samples; and accounts for some striking observations, such as the negative strain in prismatic direction, and co-existence of vacancy- and interstitial-type prismatic loops. In this report, the change of dislocation density due to accumulation of sessile dislocation loops is taken into account explicitly to investigate the dose dependence of radiation growth. The dose dependence of climb rates of dislocations is calculated, which is important for the ‘climb-induced glide’ model of radiation creep. The results of fitting the model to available experimental data and some numerical calculations of the strain behavior of Zr for different initial dislocation structures are presented and discussed. A computer code RIMD-ZR.V1 (Radiation Induced Microstructure and Deformation of Zr) which has been developed is described and included as Appendix A of this report.
1. INTRODUCTION

The radiation growth (RG) of Zr-based materials with the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) crystal lattices is one of the damaging mechanisms which affect safe and economical operation of commercial nuclear reactors. Several theoretical models of RG have been published, including the first version by Buckley about a half of a century ago [2] (see Ref. [3] for a review). A common assumption of the models is that the primary damage is in the form of point defects (PDs), single vacancies and self-interstitial atoms (SIAs), both of which migrate three-dimensionally (3-D). This contradicts molecular dynamics (MD) simulation results on intra-cascade clustering of defects and 1-D diffusion of SIA clusters in hcp crystals [4,5]. The work by Holt et al. [6] is the only exception, which made an attempt to account for the defect clustering but assumed that all the clusters were immobile. The latter assumption resulted in an unreasonable requirement when fitting the model to observations; namely, the dislocation bias factor was taken to be equal to 200%, which is about two orders of magnitude larger than those derived from experimental data on swelling in [7,8] and an order of magnitude higher than those calculated using the elasticity theory [9].

Recently we proposed a reaction-diffusion model of RG [1], which is based on the Production Bias Model (PBM) [7,10-12]. The PBM provided significant success in the theory of void swelling of materials with cubic lattices. The predictions of the PBM are consistent with a broad range of experimental results, accounting for observations such as enhanced swelling near grain boundaries and void lattice formation which could not be explained by earlier models. This success is due to inclusion of (i) the cascade production and (ii) 1-D migration of SIA clusters (small interstitial-type dislocation loops) into the theory. The displacement cascades in hcp Zr are similar to those in cubic crystals; hence the PBM may provide a realistic framework for the hcp metals as well. Also, the basal-plane alignment of vacancy loops [5] and voids [13], which are observed in hcp metals irradiated at low and high temperature, respectively, is analogous to void ordering in cubic metals. Such a similarity gives additional support to the idea that, with certain modifications accounting for the features of hcp lattice, the PBM will be capable of describing RG.

In Ref. [1], the equations for the strain rates were derived as functions of dislocations densities, \( \rho_j \), in three \( a \) and \( c \) directions: \( j = a_1, a_2, a_3, c \). In a Cartesian coordinate system, where the \( x \) axis is along \( a_1 \), \( y \) along \( a_3-a_2 \) (perpendicular to \( a_1 \)) and \( z \) along \( c \), the strains, \( \varepsilon_{x,y,z} \), evolve according to the following equations:

\[
\frac{d\varepsilon_{xy}}{d\phi} = \chi \left( \frac{1}{2} - \frac{\rho_{xy}}{\rho} \right),
\]

\[
\frac{d\varepsilon_z}{d\phi} = -\chi \frac{\rho_z}{\rho},
\]

where \( \phi = G^{NRT} t \) is the irradiation dose, \( G^{NRT} \) is the NRT standard dose rate; \( \chi = (1 - \varepsilon_i) \varepsilon^g_i \), \( \varepsilon_i \) is the fraction of defects recombining in cascades and \( \varepsilon^g_i \) is the fraction of SIAs produced in cascades as small glissile clusters (small, perfect dislocation loops); \( \rho = \sum_j \rho_j \) is the total line density of edge dislocations and dislocation loops in all directions. By the phrase ‘dislocation or
loop in a particular direction’ we mean ‘dislocation or loop with the Burgers vector along this direction’. The values $\rho_{x,y,z}$ in these equations are defined as:

$$\rho_x = \rho_{a_1} + \left(\rho_{a_2} + \rho_{a_3}\right)\cos^2\left(\pi / 3\right),$$  

$$\rho_y = \left(\rho_{a_2} + \rho_{a_3}\right)\sin^2\left(\pi / 3\right),$$  

$$\rho_z = \rho_c,$$

and describe the effective dislocation densities in corresponding directions: $\rho_x + \rho_y = \rho_{a_1} + \rho_{a_2} + \rho_{a_3}$. The total dislocation densities include contributions from sessile dislocation loops of vacancy and interstitial types:

$$\rho_j = \rho_d^j + 2\pi r_v^j N_v^j + 2\pi r_i^j N_i^j,$$

where $\rho_d^j$ is the edge dislocation density, and $r_v^j$ and $N_v^j$ are the mean radius and number density of vacancy (subscript v) and interstitial (subscript i) loops of $j$ orientation of the Burgers vector. These loops nucleate during irradiation and grow or shrink via interaction with mobile SIA clusters and PDs. The evolution of $r_v^j$ and $N_v^j$ leads to the dose dependence of dislocation structure and crystal deformation in accordance with Eqs. (1) and (2). Note that the strain rates may be rewritten for the strain tensor $\varepsilon_{ij} (1=x, 2=y, 3=z)$ as

$$\frac{d\varepsilon_{ij}}{d\phi} = \chi \left[ \left( \frac{1}{2} - \frac{\rho_c}{\rho} \right) \delta_{ij} - \frac{1}{2} \delta_{3j} \right].$$

The model proposed in Ref. [1] reproduces the RG stages observed, including the break-away growth in pre-annealed samples at high irradiation doses, and accounts for such striking observations as negative strains in prismatic directions and co-existence of vacancy- and interstitial-type prismatic loops, both of which are unexplainable in the framework of any model based on the assumption that Frenkel pair are the only form of the initial damage created by incident particles. The model gives qualitatively and quantitatively correct description for the instantaneous strain rates for a given microstructure. Accumulation of the vacancy and interstitial loops leads to evolution of the dislocation densities, hence to the dose dependence of radiation growth rates. The description of this process is the main aim of the present work.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a description of the model for the dose dependence of RG is presented. In Section 3, some calculations are presented, obtained using a computer code RIMD-ZR.V1 (Radiation Induced Microstructure and Deformation of Zr, version 1) developed in this work and described in Appendix A. A summary is given in Section 4.
2. MODEL OF MICROSTRUCTURE EVOLUTION

In accordance with our model [1], we use the following assumptions:

1. Initial microstructure consists of \(a\)- and \(c\)-type edge dislocations; densities of dislocations with the Burgers vectors along \(\mathbf{a}_1\), \(\mathbf{a}_2\) and \(\mathbf{a}_3\) prismatic directions, \(\rho_j\), may be unequal;
2. Mobile PDs and SIA clusters are steadily produced in displacement cascades;
3. The PDs execute 3-D random walk, whereas SIA clusters migrate 1-D along their Burgers vectors, i.e. one of the \(\{1\overline{1}20\}\) directions, parallel to the basal planes;
4. SIA clusters interact with dislocations of the same Burgers vector, while the much weaker interaction with other dislocations is ignored (see discussion in [1]); and
5. Repulsive interactions between various defects, the dislocation bias factor for PDs based on elastic interactions, mutual recombination of PDs, and thermal-equilibrium vacancies are ignored.

2.1. Basic equations and fluxes of PDs and glissile clusters

In the framework formulated above, the equations for concentrations, \(C\), of mobile defects: single vacancies (subscript \(v\)), single SIAs (\(i\)) and glissile SIA clusters (\(cl\)) are as follows (the following indexes are used: \(j = \mathbf{a}_1, \mathbf{a}_2, \mathbf{a}_3, \mathbf{c}\) and \(m = \mathbf{a}_1, \mathbf{a}_2, \mathbf{a}_3\)):

\[
\dot{C}_v = \frac{\tilde{G}}{D_{v}} C_v - \rho D_{v} C_v, \tag{8}
\]

\[
\dot{C}_i = \frac{\tilde{G}}{D_{v}} (1 - e_i^g) - \rho D_i C_i, \tag{9}
\]

\[
\dot{C}_{cl}^{m} = \frac{\tilde{G}}{3n_i^g} - \frac{k_m^2 D_{cl} C_{cl}^{m}}, \tag{10}
\]

where \(\tilde{G} = G^{NRT} (1 - e_i^g)\); \(D_{v}\) are the diffusion coefficients of a single vacancy and an SIA; \(n_i^g\) is the mean number of SIAs in a cascade-produced glissile cluster; \(k_m^2\) is the sink strength for the SIA clusters migrating along \(m\) direction given by (see, e.g. [1,12,14]),

\[
k_m^2 = \left( \frac{\pi r_{cl} p_m}{2} \right)^2, \tag{11}
\]

where \(r_{cl}\) is the dislocation capture radius for glissile clusters. The factor 1/3 on the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (10) accounts for the equality of defect production rates in the three, \(\mathbf{a}_1\), \(\mathbf{a}_2\) and \(\mathbf{a}_3\), prismatic directions. The first term on the RHSs of Eqs. (8)-(10) accounts for the production of defects in cascades and the second term for their loss at dislocations, including sessile dislocation loops.

Since the mobile defects are relatively fast, the change in their concentrations happens at much higher rates than the changes in the sessile loop population. For this reason, the steady-state approximation for the defects fluxes is appropriate when analyzing the evolution of the microstructure. The steady-state fluxes of mobile species, \(DC^{ss}\), can be found by setting the time derivatives in Eqs. (8)-(10) to zero:
\[ D_v C_v^{ss} = \frac{\bar{G}}{\rho}, \]  
\[ D_i C_i^{ss} = (1 - \varepsilon_i^g) \frac{\bar{G}}{\rho}, \]  
\[ D_{cl} C_{cl}^{ss, ss} = \frac{1}{3n_i^g k_m^2}. \]  

The steady state is assumed below, but the superscript ‘ss’ is omitted to simplify notation.

### 2.2. Sessile dislocation loops

A detailed description of the population of sessile vacancy- and interstitial-type dislocation loops can be obtained from the master equations in terms of the corresponding size-distribution functions. Then, generally a large number of equations is considered, one for each cluster size, which would require employing some grouping procedure to reduce the number of equations such as that proposed in Ref. [15]. To avoid associated complications, we use the mean-size approximation, where the mean values of \( r_{v,i} \) for the sessile vacancy and interstitial loops are found via the relationship between the loop number density, \( N \), the total number of defects in the loops of any particular type, \( S \), and the loop Burgers vector \( \mathbf{b} \):

\[ S = \pi r^2 b N. \]  

The values \( N \) and \( S \) are found from ‘exact’ equations, which do not require knowledge of the size-distribution function. Loop nucleation and the corresponding equations for the number density of sessile loops are considered below in Section 2.5. The total numbers of defects (per atomic site) in the loops change with time according to the following equations.

\[ \dot{S}_v = 2\pi r_{v,m}^m N_v^m (D_v C_v - D_i C_i) - k_{vm}^m n_i^g D_{cl} C_{cl}^m, \]  
\[ \dot{S}_i = -2\pi r_{i,m}^m N_i^m (D_v C_v - D_i C_i) + k_{im}^m n_i^g D_{cl} C_{cl}^m, \]  
\[ \dot{S}_c = 2\pi r_{c,m}^m N_c^m (D_v C_v - D_i C_i), \]  

where \( N_{v,i}^m \) are the number densities of vacancy and interstitial loops in \( m \) direction; and the total sink strengths of sessile dislocation loops for glissile clusters are given by

\[ k_{vm}^2 = 2\pi^2 r_{v,m}^m N_v^m \left( \frac{\pi r_{v,d}^d + \pi^2 r_{v,m}^m N_v^m + \pi^2 r_{v,c}^c r_{v,i}^i N_i^m}{2} \right), \]  
\[ k_{im}^2 = 2\pi^2 r_{i,m}^m N_i^m \left( \frac{\pi r_{i,d}^d + \pi^2 r_{v,m}^m N_v^m + \pi^2 r_{i,c}^c r_{i,i}^i N_i^m}{2} \right), \]  

where \( r_{v,c} \) and \( r_{i,c} \) are the capture radii of sessile vacancy- and interstitial-type prismatic loops for glissile SIA clusters. These equations represent generalized versions of Eq. (11) [12, 14].

### 2.3. Growth strains

To formulate equations for the strain rates in prismatic (\( m = a_1, a_2, a_3 \)) and basal (\( c \)) directions, let us first consider the change of the quantities \( E \): the net numbers of SIAs (i.e. the number of SIAs minus number of vacancies) accumulated by dislocations and loops in different directions. As
follows from Eqs. (8)-(10), these are equal to the sums of contributions from the glissile clusters (for prismatic directions), and PDs captured by dislocations and sessile loops (for all directions):

\[
\hat{E}_m = \frac{1}{3} \chi G - \rho_m (D_v C_v - D_i C_i), \tag{21}
\]

\[
\hat{E}_c = -\rho_c (D_v C_v - D_i C_i), \tag{22}
\]

The strain in prismatic directions is described by a two-dimensional tensor, \( \varepsilon_{ik} \), which can be found using Eq. (21). In a Cartesian coordinate system with the \( x \)-axis lying in the basal plane and making angle \( \alpha \) with \( a_1 \) direction (see Figure 1):

\[
\varepsilon_x = E_{a_1} \cos^2 \alpha + E_{a_2} \cos^2 \left( \alpha - \frac{\pi}{3} \right) + E_{a_3} \cos^2 \left( \alpha + \frac{\pi}{3} \right). \tag{23}
\]

\[\text{Figure 1.} \text{ Cartesian (} x, y \text{) coordinate system on the basal plane, where} \text{ } x \text{ and } y \text{ axes make } \alpha \text{ and } \pi/2+\alpha \text{ angles with } a_1 \text{ direction.} \]

It can readily be shown that the strain tensor \( \varepsilon_{ik} \) is diagonal in a Cartesian coordinate system where the \( x \) and \( y \) axes make \( \alpha_0 \) and \( \pi/2+\alpha_0 \) angles with \( a_1 \) (see figure 1), and \( z \) is along \( c \), and if

\[
\alpha_0 = \frac{1}{2} \arctg \left[ \frac{\sqrt{3} (E_{a_2} - E_{a_3})}{2E_{a_1} - E_{a_2} - E_{a_3}} \right] \pm \frac{\pi}{2} k, \tag{24}
\]

where \( k \) is an integer. In such a system, the strain field is described by an ellipsoid with \( x \) and \( y \) the principal axes [16], while the strain along any particular direction \( l \) is given by a simple sum:

\[
\varepsilon_l = \varepsilon_x \cos^2 (l, x) + \varepsilon_y \cos^2 (l, y) + \varepsilon_z \cos^2 (l, z), \tag{25}
\]

where, \((l, x)\) denotes the angle between the two directions in the brackets. In other coordinate systems, e.g. when \( \alpha \neq \alpha_0 \), the difference in the quantities defined by Eqs. (25) and (23) is given
by \( \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4}(\varepsilon_{a_1} - \varepsilon_{a_2}) \sin(2\alpha) \). Hence, the strains along principal axes of the coordinate system with the \( x \) axis along \( a_1 \) direction, i.e. for \( \alpha_0 = 0 \), are always correct.

As we argue in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, at relatively high doses the dislocation structure tends to be isotropic in prismatic directions, hence one can assume that \( \alpha_0 = 0 \). At low doses, such an assumption is, strictly speaking, incorrect, and the exact Eq. (23) should be used. However, since with \( \alpha_0 = 0 \), the strains along principal axes are correct, and their interpolation by the simpler Eq. (25) may be used as a first approximation to the exact values.

### 2.4. Dislocation velocities

The dislocation climb rates, i.e. velocities \( V_j \), are in general different for different directions and can be calculated using the relationship

\[
E_j = \rho_j V_j b_j,
\]

where \( \rho_j \) is the total dislocation density including contribution from dislocation loops with the Burgers vector along \( j \) direction. These are needed for calculating the creep rate using the ‘climb-induced glide’ models. In this case, the model proposed for the description of RG provides a link to a description of creep, at least for this particular mechanism.

### 2.5. Nucleation of sessile loops

In contrast to the loop growth/shrinkage during irradiation/ageing, which has been studied extensively, their nucleation is not well understood. There is no fundamental information on the nucleation mechanisms of sessile dislocation loops in hcp metals, including Zr. For this reason, here we use a simple description, which satisfies the following four conditions:

1. Interstitial and vacancy prismatic loops form from the very beginning of irradiation until reaching maximum number densities of \( N_{v,i}^{a,\text{max}} \approx 10^{22} \text{ m}^{-3} \);
2. Basal vacancy loops start nucleating after some critical dose, \( \phi_{v0} \approx 3 \text{ dpa} \), until reaching a number density \( N_{v}^{c,\text{max}} \approx 10^{21} \text{ m}^{-3} \);
3. The nucleation process ceases at some dose less than several tens of dpa. This assumption is based on our experience in the theory of nucleation in metallic systems;
4. Loop nuclei consumed only a negligible fraction of irradiation-produced defects. This is based on our estimates using experimental data on loop radii and densities; and
5. Nucleation of sessile loops takes place when the net flux of corresponding defects, SIAs for interstitial loops and vacancies for vacancy loops, is positive (corresponding \( S \) in Eqs. (16) and (17) is positive).

To describe evolution of the number densities, we use the following functions
In these equations, $A$ is a dimensionless parameter, while $\phi_{v,i}^{\text{max}}$ and $\Delta$ characterize doses at the end of the nucleation stages for sessile vacancy- and interstitial-type prismatic loops, and sessile vacancy basal loops, respectively. This is for the case of continuous nucleation, otherwise the nucleation stops when the maximum number density: $N_{v,i}^{m,\text{max}}$ and $N_{c}^{c,\text{max}}$ is reached.

Assumption 4 above enables the fractions of irradiation-produced defects which create loop nuclei in the evolutionary equations of the previous Sections to be neglected. This requires determining explicitly finite loop nuclei radii; otherwise the loops would not grow, since their growth rate is proportional to their radius. We used the condition $S_{v,i}^{m} = S_{0}$, where $S_{0}$ is equal to some small value $\sim 10^{-10}$.

Figure 2 shows the loop number density evolution for $N_{v,i}^{a,\text{max}} = N_{i}^{a,\text{max}} \approx 10^{22} \text{ m}^{-3}$, $\phi_{v}^{\text{max}} = \phi_{i}^{\text{max}} = 3.84 \text{ dpa}$, $\phi_{0} \approx 3 \text{ dpa}$, $N_{c}^{c,\text{max}} \approx 10^{21} \text{ m}^{-3}$ and $\Delta = 10 \text{ dpa}$. The total number density of prismatic loops is defined as the sum $N_{v,i}^{a,\text{max}} = N_{v,i}^{a,\text{max}} + N_{v,i}^{a,\text{max}} + N_{v,i}^{a,\text{max}}$. These functions are close to experimental data in Ref. [17] and were used in the basic parameter set for the calculations presented in the following section. The total basic set of parameters is given in A.4.1.

**Figure 2.** Dependence of vacancy and interstitial loop number densities on the irradiation dose.
3. CALCULATIONS

A computer code RIMD-ZR.V1 (Radiation Induced Microstructure and Deformation of Zr, Version 1) implementing the scheme described above has been developed, see Appendix A. It was used to study evolution of the microstructure of a sample during neutron irradiation. Selected results are presented below.

3.1. Fitting to experimental data

Figure 3 shows the results of using experimental data from Ref. [17] to adjust model parameters. The NRT standard dose was calculated from the fluence, assuming that $10^{25}$ n/m$^2$=1 dpa. The number densities of dislocation loops shown in Figure 2 have been used. The best fit parameters are: $\varepsilon_r=0.9$ and $\varepsilon_i^x=0.2$; while the interaction radii of the SIA clusters with dislocations and loops were taken to be $r_{cd}=r_{cvl}=r_{cil}=0.6\text{nm}$. The value of $\chi=0.02$ was found to be the same as that extracted from experiments on fcc Cu in [7]. These parameters were used as the basic set in the following calculations and a list of the parameters is given in section A.4.1 in the input file to the code.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3.** Comparison of the calculated growth strain and experimental measurements [17] (Figure 3b, closed symbols for iodide and open symbols for zone-refined purity).

The results in Figure 3 were obtained for an isotropic distribution of prismatic dislocations. The $c$-strain in this case is two times larger than that for any of the $a$-directions. This is not always the case in experiments, as shown in Figure 4a [17], where the $c$-strain is even smaller than that in $a$-direction. The main reasons for this observation may be a non-isotropic distribution of prismatic dislocations. The latter effect is considered in the following sections.

The strain behavior calculated for a wider dose range, which includes the break-away stage, is presented in Figure 4 using the same parameters as were used for Figure 3. These results
demonstrate that the function chosen to describe nucleation of vacancy \( c \)-type loops gives strain values during the break-away stage which are similar to those observed experimentally [17].

**Figure 4.** Growth strain for the basic set of parameters for a higher dose range.

The experimentally observed values of \(~10\) nm for the radii of interstitial \( a \)-type loops and \(~300\) nm for the vacancy \( c \)-type loops are also reproduced well by this parameter set, as shown in Figure 5.

**Figure 5.** Calculated dose dependence of the sessile loop radii.
Note that a small decrease in the mean size of \(a\)-loops in the intermediated dose range may be an artificial effect due to the mean-size approximation used. However, this is not a problem since the more important integral values, which affect strain behavior, behave well, e.g. the loop sink strength increases steadily with increasing irradiation dose, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Calculated dose dependence of the sessile loop sink strength.

3.2. Effect of cold work

The effect of cold-work on the strain behavior is demonstrated in Figure 7. An increase of all dislocation densities in the basic parameter set by an order of magnitude increases the strains (dashed line, compare with solid line for the basic parameter set), but the tendency toward saturation is maintained. Another tenfold (or higher) increase of the densities gives steep straight (dotted) line with the slope \(\sim 1.7 \times 10^{-3} \text{dpa}^{-1}\), as indicated in the figure. This is in a good agreement with the maximum of \(\sim 10^{-3} \text{dpa}^{-1}\) observed for swaged Zr [17]. The value of \(10^{-3} \text{dpa}^{-1}\) is reproduced by our calculations, when the ratio of \(a\) to \(c\) dislocation densities is two times higher: \(\rho_a^s / \rho_c^s = 10\) (dash-dotted line).

Figure 7. Effect of cold work on the growth strain behavior.
3.3. Radiation growth at high doses

Figure 8 shows the dose dependence of growth strain at high irradiation doses of up to 100 dpa. Two calculations, for low and high dislocation densities, are presented. These show remarkable qualitative, as well as quantitative, differences in the strain behavior in the dose range up to 2.5 dpa in Figure 7 (cf. solid and dotted lines). The difference between the predicted strains diminishes at high doses. This is because sessile loop nucleation and growth causes their sink strength to become significantly higher than that of pre-existing dislocations very early during irradiation. Irradiation (see Figure 9 shows the dose dependence of the loop radii and Figure 10 shows the calculated loop sink strength. The sink strength of these loops then govern the strain behavior, independent of initial dislocation density. In the high-dose range, the calculations presented in Figure 8 depend mainly on the ratio of maximum number densities for sessile \( a \)-type interstitial and \( c \)-type vacancy loops, \( N_{i,\text{max}}^a / N_{v,\text{max}}^c \). As indicated in the figure, a value of 10 was used in these calculations.

**Figure 8.** Dose dependence of growth strain behavior.
Figure 9. Dose dependence of loop radii calculated for $\rho_d^a = 3 \times 10^{12} \text{ m}^{-2}$.

Figure 10. Dose dependence of the sink strength of sessile loops for the basic parameter set and $\rho_d^a = 3 \times 10^{12} \text{ m}^{-2}$. 
Figure 11 shows the decrease of the growth strain with an increasing ratio of $a$- to $c$-loop densities. By suppressing the nucleation of $c$-type loops, one can decrease the strains and thereby enhance the radiation resistance of Zr.

![Figure 11](image.png)

**Figure 11.** Enhancing radiation resistance of Zr by suppressing nucleation of $c$-type vacancy loops leading to a decreased ratio of $a$- to $c$-loop densities.

The behavior at very high irradiation dose, when dislocation loops govern the evolution, and vacancies are mainly collected in $c$–type vacancy loops and SIAs in $a$–type interstitial loops, can be obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2) using the conservation law $\pi (r_i^{a})^2 N_i^{\text{a,max}} b = \pi (r_i^{c})^2 N_i^{\text{c,max}} b$ and Eq. (6):

$$\frac{d \varepsilon_a}{d \phi} = -2 \frac{d \varepsilon_c}{d \phi} = -2 \frac{d \varepsilon_y}{d \phi} = -\chi \frac{1}{1 + \sqrt{N_i^{\text{a,max}} / N_i^{\text{c,max}}}}. \quad (29)$$

According to this equation, the strain rates at high irradiation doses and a relatively low number density of $c$-type vacancy loops: $N_i^{\text{a,max}} >> N_i^{\text{c,max}}$, must be proportional to the square root of the ratio of their number densities:

$$\left( \frac{d \varepsilon_a}{d \phi} \right)_{\phi \to \infty} \approx -\chi \sqrt{N_i^{\text{c,max}} / N_i^{\text{a,max}}}. \quad (30)$$

### 3.4. Effect of vacancy loops on radiation growth

It can readily be shown using Eqs. (16)-(17) and (12)-(14) that, if the total dislocation density in one direction (e.g. $a_1$) is higher than in the other two directions, then vacancy loops grow in this direction, while interstitial loops grow in the other two directions. If the dislocation densities in $a_2$ and $a_3$ directions are equal, the evolution of the dislocation line densities in $a_1$, $a_2$ and $a_3$ directions are described by the following equations:
\[
\frac{d\rho_{a_1}}{d\phi} = \chi \frac{2\pi N_{v}^{a_1}}{3b} \left[ \frac{2(\rho_{a_1} - \rho_{a_2}) - \rho_c}{\rho_{a_1}\rho} \right],
\]  \tag{31}

\[
\frac{d\rho_{a_2}}{d\phi} = \chi \frac{2\pi N_{i}^{a_2}}{3b} \left[ \frac{(\rho_{a_1} - \rho_{a_2}) + \rho_c}{\rho_{a_2}\rho} \right].
\]  \tag{32}

The vacancy loops can grow, when the RHS of Eq. (31) is positive, meaning
\[
2(\rho_{a_1} - \rho_{a_2}) > \rho_c.
\]  \tag{33}

This may be true in the beginning of irradiation, when only preexisting dislocations are present. However, if interstitial \(a\)-loop line density accumulates faster than that of vacancy \(a\)-loops, the LHS of Equation (31) may become negative, and the vacancy loops will start dissolving. The line density of interstitial loops increases faster if the ratio of Eqs. (31) and (32) is smaller than unity:
\[
\frac{\dot{\rho}_{a_1}}{\dot{\rho}_{a_2}} = \frac{2N_{v}^{a_1}\rho_{a_2}}{N_{i}^{a_2}\rho_{a_1}} \left[ 1 - \frac{3}{2} \frac{\rho_c}{(\rho_{a_1} - \rho_{a_2}) + \rho_c} \right] < 1.
\]  \tag{34}

This scenario is demonstrated in Figures 12 and 13, which were calculated for the same scenario of vacancy and interstitial prismatic loop nucleation, when \(N_{v}^{a_1} = N_{i}^{a_2}\), and for \(\rho_{a_1}^{a_1} = 6\rho_{a_2}^{a_2}\) (see inset in Figure 13). The vacancy loops in the \(a_1\) direction and interstitial loops in \(a_2\) and \(a_3\) directions grow very fast for a short period. Then, vacancy loops start to dissolve, and interstitial loops start to grow in the \(a_1\) direction. Vacancy loops in the \(a_2\) and \(a_3\) directions temporarily grow then shrink during a transition period, when vacancy loops shrink in the \(a_1\) direction. Then interstitial-type loops grow in all three \(a\) directions.

Figure 13 shows that for the case considered, the strain in the direction where vacancy loops grow is negative for about six dpa. Then, after vacancy loops dissolve, the strain becomes positive and increases similarly to those in other two directions. This picture is similar to that observed experimentally \[17\]. At higher irradiation doses the \(x\) and \(y\) strains approach each other as shown in the black dotted and dashed lines in Figure 14.
Figure 12. Dose dependence of sessile interstitial and vacancy loop radii calculated for the case in which the initial density of $a_1$ dislocations is six times higher than in the other two directions.

Figure 13. Dose dependence of growth strain for the case in which the initial density of $a_1$ dislocations is six times higher than in the other two directions.

Figure 14 shows the dose dependence of the growth strain for the same case as in Figure 13, designated as low dislocation density, and for the case when all dislocation densities are increased by an order of magnitude, designated as high dislocation density. The corresponding changes of the loop radii are shown in Figure 15. For the higher dislocation density, vacancy loops grow over a longer dose range but the accumulation of loops eventually breaks the inequality of Eq. (33). Then, the $x$ strain changes its sign and approaches the asymptotic behavior of the $y$ strain. Thus, the observed negative $a$-strains, which were discussed extensively in the
literature [16], are clearly explained by the present calculations. Moreover, it is shown that the negative strains are expected to exist only in a certain dose range and disappear at high enough doses.

**Figure 14.** Dose dependence of growth strain for the same case as in Figure 13 designated as low dislocation density, and for the case in which all dislocation densities are increased by an order of magnitude.

**Figure 15.** Dose dependence of loop radii for the same case as in Figure 14.

In the calculations discussed above, vacancy loops grow in one and interstitial loops in the other two $a$ directions, which is due to a corresponding distribution of initial dislocation densities in these direction. The situation is obviously symmetric; vacancy loops may grow in two directions and interstitial loops in one direction if the dislocation densities in two $a$ directions are higher. This is demonstrated in Figures 16 and 17 for the loop strains and radii, respectively. The
description of the figures is the same as for Figures 14 and 15, and a scenario in which vacancy loops initially grow but then dissolve is realized in this case as well.

**Figure 16.** Dose dependence of growth strain for the case in which the initial density of \( a_1 \) dislocations is ten time lower than in the other two \( a \) directions.

**Figure 17.** Dose dependence of loop radii for the same case as in Figure 16.
3.5. The maximum strain rate

In the previous section, the assumption that $N_{v}^{a} = N_{i}^{a}$ was used and vacancy loops eventually dissolve in all the cases considered. This is because interstitial loops grow faster, i.e. their line density increases more rapidly, than do the vacancy loops, and as a consequence the condition of Eq. (33) was eventually broken. The maximum strain rate is then limited by Eq. (29). This equation gives the maximum $a$-strain rate of $\sim 0.16\%$/dpa, which is an order of magnitude smaller than the maximum value possible in the proposed model, which is about $1\%$/dpa for $\chi = 0.02$. It is interesting that such high rates have observed in Zr-Pu alloys [18].

To obtain high strain rates, which are close to theoretical maximum of our model, i.e. $\sim 1\%$/dpa, one should assume that vacancy loops nucleate faster than interstitial loops, so that vacancy loop line density increases faster than interstitial loop line density, i.e. $\hat{\rho}_{a_{1}} \approx \frac{2N_{v}^{a_{1}}}{N_{i}^{a_{2}}\rho_{a_{1}}} > 1$. Figure 18 shows the growth strain behavior for different maximum concentrations of $a$-type vacancy loops in one of the $a$ directions. The black solid line shows the basic case, which is same as that shown in Figure 8, for which $x$ and $y$ strains are both positive at high irradiation doses and the maximum strain reached at 100 dpa is $\sim 16\%$. For 10 and 100 times higher maximum values of the vacancy loop number density, the $x$ ($a_{1}$ direction) strain always remains negative, the $z$ strain close to zero, and the $y$ strain is positive and close to the absolute value of the $x$ strain. For the highest number density, the $y$ strain reaches $\sim 80\%$ and the $x$ strain reaches the same negative value, which is close to theoretical maximum. Thus, maximum $a$-strain rates of the order of $1\%$/dpa may take place if one $a$ direction expands due to accumulation of $a$-type interstitial loops and the other contracts due to $a$-type vacancy loops, with relatively small changes in $c$ direction.

**Figure 18.** Growth strain behavior for different maximum concentrations of $a$-type vacancy loops in one of the $a$ directions. The numbers 10 and 100 show the ratio of $N_{v}^{a_{1}} / N_{i}^{a_{2}}$. Note that $c$ strains in both the cases are close to zero.
3.6. Dislocation climb velocities

Figures 19 and 20 show dose dependence of dislocation climb velocities. As can be seen, \( c \) dislocations climb faster than \( a \) dislocations because of their relatively lower line density. They climb only by capturing an excess of vacancies and their rate decreases steadily due to constant accumulation of the total sink strength in the form of dislocation loops.

In contrast, \( a \) dislocations climb slower than \( c \)-dislocations due to higher dislocation density, and their dose dependence is more complicated. They capture both PDs and SIA clusters, and their climb rate increases at doses \(~3-6\) dpa due to nucleation and growth of vacancy \( c \)-loops, which capture vacancies. At higher doses, the velocity starts decreasing again, as seen on figure 20.

**Figure 19.** Dislocation climb velocities at small irradiation doses for \( c \) dislocations (dotted, blue –dislocation density \( 10^{12} \) m\(^{-2} \); dash dot, wine - \( 10^{13} \); dash, blue - \( 10^{14} \)) and \( a \) dislocations (dot dash dot, black - \( 10^{12} \); dash dot dot, wine - \( 10^{13} \); solid, black - \( 10^{14} \)).

**Figure 20.** Dislocation climb velocities as in Figure 19 but for a wider dose range.
4. SUMMARY

1. The computer code RIMD-ZR.V1 (Radiation Induced Microstructure and Deformation of Zr, Version 1) which implements the model of radiation growth of Zr proposed recently in Ref. [1] has been presented. The mean-size approximation for the description of sessile vacancy and interstitial loops was employed, which is capable of describing the main features of microstructural evolution in Zr.

2. The basic parameters of the model have been fitted to the experimental data available. The values are: \( \varepsilon_r = 0.9, \varepsilon_i^g = 0.2 \), with the number density functions described in Section 2.5 (the reaction radii \( r_{cd} = r_{cv} = r_{cil} = 0.6 \text{nm} \) were used). The cascade damage production parameters, \( \varepsilon_r, \varepsilon_i^g \), are the same as those extracted from swelling experiments on fcc copper [7] and required to reproduce steady-state swelling rates observed in austenitic stainless steels at high irradiation doses [10].

3. The calculations reproduce all the stages observed in the dose dependence of RG strain, including ‘break-away’ growth of pre-annealed materials, and account for such striking observations as negative strains in the prismatic directions and the co-existence of vacancy- and interstitial-type prismatic loops.

4. The strain rate at high enough doses is found to be determined by the ratio of maximum number densities of interstitial prismatic and vacancy basal loops, see Eq. (29). One way to improve the radiation resistance of Zr may therefore be to suppress \( c \)-type loop nucleation.

5. The calculations confirm the maximum \( a \)-strain rate of \( \sim \chi / 2 \approx 1\% / \text{dpa} \) predicted by the model [1]. Such a large strain is observed in Zr-Pu alloys [18]. This may occur if the dislocation distribution in prismatic directions of the sample is highly anisotropic and some specific aspects of loop nucleation are satisfied. It requires that the vacancy and interstitial prismatic loops coexist in a wide dose range, so that crystal expands in one \( a \) direction and contracts in the others, while the \( c \) strain is much smaller.

6. The computer code provides the climb velocities for dislocations of different Burgers vector orientation, which are required for calculating creep rates using the climb-induced glide models. Thus, the model provides a necessary link to the description of creep. The calculations have revealed a crucial dependence of the strains on the loop number densities, especially in the high dose limit, see Eq. (30). Thus, further progress in this area is only possible if the physical mechanisms of sessile loop nucleation are elucidated.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that the predicted maximum value of the RG strain rate for Zr of \( \sim 1\% / \text{dpa} \) is the same as the maximum swelling rate found for cubic materials (see discussion in Ref. [10]). Such a similarity appears to reflect a fundamental aspect of cascade-induced radiation damage in the bcc, fcc and hcp metallic crystals, and is a strong indication that the Production Bias Model [12], which was originally developed for cubic materials, provides a unified framework for the theory of radiation damage.
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APPENDIX A. COMPUTER CODE RIMD-ZR.V1

A computer code named RIMD-ZR.V1 (Radiation Induced Microstructure and Deformation of Zr) realizing the diffusion-reaction model described in the above sections has been developed and written on FORTRAN 95 (see A1.4.2). It calculates evolution of the microstructure of irradiated sample: the loop mean sizes and number densities, accumulated strains and dislocation climb rates for different directions as functions of irradiation dose.

SI units are used throughout the code: [NRT dpa] for irradiation dose, [m] for loop radii, [m²] for line densities, [m⁻³] for number densities, [m/s] for velocities.

When incorporating the code into larger-scale simulations, it is important to know the corresponding computational cost. On 2 GHz Intel processor, the speed of our calculations was estimated to be ~ 6x10⁻⁷ s/dose step.

A1. Structure of the code

Calculations start with reading input parameters from a separate file ‘RIMD-ZR.v1.dat’ (see A1.4.1). This file contains input values (see A1.2, Table A1) for the initial state of the sample, irradiations conditions, reaction-diffusion scenario and the parameters defining integration and output. In addition, it contains a short description of input parameters and description of main output files.

The initial state of a sample is characterized by edge dislocation densities for all four independent crystallographic directions, with the corresponding Burgers vectors $b_j$.

The irradiation conditions are defined by the NRT standard rate $G^{\text{NRT}}$, the fractions of the defects surviving recombination in cascades $1-\varepsilon_i$, and forming glissile clusters, $\varepsilon_i^g$.

The calculations start with setting the initial state of the sample, which is setting to zero strains, the loop sink strengths, calculating sink strengths of dislocations for glissile SIA clusters. In the calculations of the vacancy and interstitial loops we used initial condition $S_{i,v}^m = S_0$, where $S_0$ is equal to some small value, ~10⁻¹⁰. The calculations were insensitive to this number.

Then, defect production rates and fluxes in all four crystallographic directions are calculated according to Eqs. (12)-(14). Eqs. (6), (11), (19) and (20) are used for the total dislocation densities and sink strength for 1-D diffusing SIA clusters. Note that the concentrations of mobile defects enter the analysis only as the products with the diffusion coefficients (i.e. as defects fluxes), hence the absence of the diffusion coefficients in the list of input parameters. If the diffusion coefficients are introduced, the concentrations will readily be obtained. Here, we did not need such calculations.

Then, the total numbers of defects accumulated in the loops of different types is updated using Eqs. (16)-(18), with the sink strength defined by Eqs. (19) and (20). As a next step, the code updates the number densities of the defects clusters Eqs. (27) and (28). Using knowledge on the
total number of defects accumulated in the loops of any particular type and the number density of the same loops, Eq. (15) is used to calculate the mean radius of the loops, which represents the mean-size approach.

The accumulated strains are calculated according to Eqs. (21)-(23) and the velocities of dislocations with the Burgers vectors along particular directions from Eq. (26). In addition, the strains in the Cartesian coordinate system with the x axis along $\mathbf{a}_1$ direction, i.e. for $\alpha=0$, are calculated using Eq. (23). In the same coordinate system, the velocities of dislocations along coordinate axes are calculated as if they were real dislocations with the Burgers vectors along corresponding axes.

This finalizes calculation for one step of microstructure evolution, where new values for the number densities and radii of all type loops are now calculated.

The irradiation dose step for integration of differential equations is an external constant parameter to the code, and is normally chosen to be equal to $\sim 10^{-4}$ NRT dpa, but two orders of magnitude higher value give similar results.

Table A2 (see section A3) describes the main output, which, of course, may be extended.
A2. Input data to the code

Table A1. Input parameters to the code RIMD-ZR.V1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial conditions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_{d}^{a}, \rho_{d}^{\alpha}$, $\rho_{3}^{a}, \rho_{3}^{\alpha}$</td>
<td>rhoda1, rhoda2, rhoda3, rhode</td>
<td>m^-2</td>
<td>Densities of edge dislocations with Burgers vectors along $a_1$, $a_2$, $a_3$ and $c$ directions, respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_j$</td>
<td>bura, burc</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Length of Burgers vectors of $a$ and $c$ dislocations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Irradiation conditions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G^{\text{NRT}}$</td>
<td>GNRT</td>
<td>NRT dpa/s</td>
<td>NRT standard dose rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 - \varepsilon_{t}$</td>
<td>esurv</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Defect survival fraction in displacement cascades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_{i}^{g}$</td>
<td>eica</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Fraction of SIAs produced in cascades in the form of interstitial glissile clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reactions and loop nucleation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{\text{rd}}, r_{\text{cv}}, r_{\text{ccl}}$</td>
<td>rdcap, ricap, rvcap</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Capture radii of dislocations and interstitial and vacancy loops for glissile SIA clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_{v}^{\text{max}}, \phi_{i}^{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>phiAI, phiAV</td>
<td>NRT dpa</td>
<td>Irradiation doses for the end of the nucleation stages of prismatic vacancy and interstitial loops (if continuous nucleation), respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{v,m}^{\text{max}}, N_{i,m}^{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>dvlam, dilam</td>
<td>m^-3</td>
<td>Maximum values of the number density of vacancy and interstitial prismatic sessile loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_{v0}$</td>
<td>phiC</td>
<td>NRT dpa</td>
<td>Irradiation dose from which vacancy $c$-type loops start forming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$</td>
<td>delta</td>
<td>NRT dpa</td>
<td>Irradiation dose for the end of the nucleation of sessile vacancy basal loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Parameter characterising nucleation of vacancy basal sessile loops, see Eq. (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{v,c}^{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>dvlem</td>
<td>m^-3</td>
<td>Maximum value of the number density of vacancy basal sessile loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integration and output</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi^{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>phimax</td>
<td>NRT dpa</td>
<td>Maximum irradiation dose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \phi$</td>
<td>dphi</td>
<td>NRT dpa</td>
<td>Irradiation dose integration step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta n$</td>
<td>nplot</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Period for writing results in number of steps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that $n_{i,m}^{\text{ss}}$ is not an input parameter: it is used, e.g. in Eq. (14), however only the total flux of glissile clusters $n_{i,m}^{\text{ss}}D_{cl}C_{cl}^{\text{ss}}$ enters equations, see Eqs. (16)-(17).
### A3. Output files of the code

**Table A2.** Main output files of the code RIMD-ZR.V1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Output list</th>
<th>Paper notations</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Rimd-zr.txt</td>
<td>All input parameters</td>
<td>See Table 1</td>
<td>INPUT parameters in the sequence they were read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>PartStr.txt</td>
<td>phiNRT, Epsc, Epsa1, Epsa2, Epsa3, SumEa</td>
<td>( \phi, \varepsilon_c, \varepsilon_{a_1}, \varepsilon_{a_2}, \varepsilon_{a_3} ), ( \varepsilon_{a_1} + \varepsilon_{a_2} + \varepsilon_{a_3} )</td>
<td>Irradiation dose, ( c ) and three ( a ) strains, sum of all strains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>V-dislc.txt</td>
<td>phiNRT, ( V_c ), ( V_{a_1} ), ( V_{a_2} ), ( V_{a_3} )</td>
<td>( \phi, V_c, V_{a_1}, V_{a_2}, V_{a_3} )</td>
<td>Dose, ( c ) and 3 ( a ) dislocation climb velocities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>A1-axis.txt</td>
<td>phiNRT, rila1, densila1, rk2ila1, rvla1, densvla1, rk2vla1, rk2tota1</td>
<td>( \phi, r_i^{a_1}, N_i^{a_1}, k_{ia_1}^2, r_v^{a_1}, N_v^{a_1}, k_{va_1}^2, \rho_{a_1} )</td>
<td>Dose, radius, number density and line density of interstitial and vacancy loops for ( a_1 ) direction, total dislocation density in this direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>A2-axis.txt</td>
<td>phiNRT, rila2, densila2, rk2ila2, rvla2, densvla2, rk2vla2, rk2tota2</td>
<td>( \phi, r_i^{a_2}, N_i^{a_2}, k_{ia_2}^2, r_v^{a_2}, N_v^{a_2}, k_{va_2}^2, \rho_{a_2} )</td>
<td>Same for ( a_2 ) direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>A3-axis.txt</td>
<td>phiNRT, rila3, densila3, rk2ila3, rvla3, densvla3, rk2vla3, rk2tota3</td>
<td>( \phi, r_i^{a_3}, N_i^{a_3}, k_{ia_3}^2, r_v^{a_3}, N_v^{a_3}, k_{va_3}^2, \rho_{a_3} )</td>
<td>Same for ( a_3 ) direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>C- axis.txt</td>
<td>phiNRT, vvlc, densvlc, rk2totc, ratc</td>
<td>( \phi, r_c^e, N_v^c, \rho_c, (\rho_c / \rho) )</td>
<td>Dose, radius and number density of vacancy loops for ( c ) direction, total dislocation density in this direction and relative density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>CXY-str.txt</td>
<td>phiNRT, Epsz, Epsax, Epsay, SumEx</td>
<td>( \phi, \varepsilon_z, \varepsilon_x, \varepsilon_y ), ( \varepsilon_x + \varepsilon_y + \varepsilon_z )</td>
<td>Dose, ( c ) and ( x ) and ( y ) strains, sum of all strains (( x=a_1 ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>V-dixyz.txt</td>
<td>phiNRT, ( V_z ), ( V_x ), ( V_y )</td>
<td>( \phi, V_z, V_x, V_y )</td>
<td>Dose, dislocation velocities in ( x,y ) and ( z ) directions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A4. Source code

A4.1. Input file: RIMD-ZR.v1.dat
This is a format-free input.

```
1.0e-7 100.0 1.0e-4 100 GNRT phimax dphi nplot
0.1 0.2 3.0e-10 5.0e-10 esurv eica bura burc
1.0e+12 1.0e+12 1.0e+12 0.6e+12 rhoda1 rhoda2 rhoda3 rhodc
3.3e+21 3.3e+21 3.84 3.84 dilam dvlam phiAI phiAV
3.0 1.0e+21 20. 5.0 phiC dv1cm delta AA
6.0e-10 6.0e-10 6.0e-10 rdcap ricap rvcap
```

**DESCRIPTION OF INPUT PARAMETERS:**

- **GNRT**: Dose rate [NRT dpa/s]
- **phimax**: Max irradiation dose [NRT dpa]
- **dphi**: Dose increment == integration step [NRT dpa]
- **nplot**: N of steps for writing results [---------]
- **esurv**: SIA fraction recombined in cascades [---------]
- **eica**: SIA fraction formed 1D glissile clust' [---------]
- **bura, burc**: Burgers vectors of a and c disl [m]
- **rhoda1,2,3, rhodc**: Disl densities in a1,2,3 and c direc' [m-2]
- **dilam, dvlam**: Max densities of loops in a and c dir [m-3]
- **phiAI,phiAV**: Dose for maximum densities [NRT dpa]
- **phiC**: Dose from which c-loops start forming [NRT dpa]
- **dv1cm**: Max density of c-vacancy loops [m-3]
- **delta**: Dose of e-increase of c-vacancy loop [NRT dpa]
- **AA**: Rate parameter for c-type loops nucl’ [---------]
- **rdcap, ricap, rvcap**: Capture r of disl and v- and i-loops [m]

**OUTPUT FILES**

- 10, file='Rimd-zr.txt' INPUT + anything else
- 11, file='PartStr.txt' phiNRT,Epsc,Epsa1,Epsa2,Epsa3,SumEa
- 12, file='V-dislc.txt' phiNRT,Vc,Val,Val2,Val3
- 13, file='A1-axis.txt' phiNRT,rila1,densila1,rvlia1,densvla1,rk2total
- 14, file='A2-axis.txt' phiNRT,rila2,densila2,rvlia2,densvla2,rk2total2
- 15, file='A3-axis.txt' phiNRT,rila3,densila3,rvlia3,densvla3,rk2total3
- 16, file='C- axis.txt' phiNRT,rvlc ,densvlc ,rk2totc,ratc
- 17, file='CXY-str.txt' phiNRT,Epsz,Epsa,Exay,SumEx
- 18, file='V-dixyz.txt' phiNRT,Vz,Vx,Vy
- 19, file='Fluxesa.txt' phiNRT,flia1,flia2,flva1,flva2
- 20, file='DensDec.txt' phiNRT,rk2x,rk2y,rk2z,Ratxt,Raty,zt,Ratzt
```
A4.2. Main text: RIMD-ZR.f

-- AVB, ORNL, July 2011 to May 2012
--
-- *** RIMD-ZR == Radiation-Induced Microstructure and Deformation of ZR:
-- Mean-size approximation for all loops
--
-- implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
parameter ( pi = 3.1415926535897932 ) ! 16 digits after full stop
--
-- OPEN OUTPUT FILES
--
open (10,file='Rimd-zr.txt' ) ! Imput and everything you need
open (11,file='PartStr.txt' ) ! Strains by disl in a1,a2,a3,c
open (12,file='V-dislc.txt' ) ! Dislocation velocities in a,c
open (13,file='A1-axis.txt' ) ! Radii, densities of interst'
open (14,file='A2-axis.txt' ) ! and vacancy clusters in
open (15,file='A3-axis.txt' ) ! specific directions along
open (16,file='C -axis.txt' ) ! a1,a2,a3,c
open (17,file='CXY-str.txt' ) ! Strains in xyz
open (18,file='V-dixyz.txt' ) ! Dislocation velocities in xyz
open (19,file='Fluxesa.txt' ) ! Fluxes in a1,a2,a3,c
open (20,file='DensDec.txt' ) ! Dislocation densities in xyz
open (21,file='Current.txt' ) ! ! Dislocation densities in xyz
--
--- Names of the columns in files ---
--
write (11,*) ' phiNRT ',' Epsc ',' Epsa1 ','
write (12,*) ' phiNRT ',' Epsa2 ',' Epsa3 ',' SumEa ','
write (13,139)
139 format (' phiNRT ',' rila1 ',' densila1 ',' rk2ila1 ','
            ' rvl1a ',' densvla1 ',' rk2vla1 ',' rk2tota1 ')
write (14,149)
149 format (' phiNRT ',' rila2 ',' densila2 ',' rk2ila2 ','
            ' rvl2a ',' densvla2 ',' rk2vla2 ',' rk2tota2 ')
write (15,159)
159 format (' phiNRT ',' rila3 ',' densila3 ',' rk2ila3 ','
            ' rvl3a ',' densvla3 ',' rk2vla3 ',' rk2tota3 ')
write (16,*) ' phiNRT ',' rvlc ',' densvlc ','
write (17,*) ' phiNRT ',' rk2totc ',' ratc ','
write (18,*) ' phiNRT ',' Epsz ',' Epsx ',' Epsy ',' SumEx ','
write (19,*) ' phiNRT ',' Vz ',' Vx ',' Vy ','
write (20,169)
169 format (' phiNRT ',' rk2x ',' rk2y ',' rk2z ','
            ' Ratxt ',' Ratyt ',' Ratzt ')
--

READ INPUT

open (9, file='RIMD-ZR.v1.dat')

read (9,*)
read (9,*)
read (9,*)
read (9,*) GNRT,phimax,dphi,nplot
write (10,*) GNRT,phimax,dphi,nplot
read (9,*) esurv,eica,bura,burc
write (10,*) esurv,eica,bura,burc
read (9,*) rhodal,rhoda2,rhoda3,rhodc
write (10,*) rhodal,rhoda2,rhoda3,rhodc
read (9,*) dilam,dvlam,phiAI,phiAV
write (10,*) dilam,dvlam,phiAI,phiAV
read (9,*) phiC,dvlcm,delta,AA
write (10,*) phiC,dvlcm,delta,AA
read (9,*) rdcap,ricap,rvcap
write (10,*) rdcap,ricap,rvcap

close (9)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

INITIAL STATE

Epsa1 = 0.                         ! Strains
Epsa2 = 0.
Epsa3 = 0.
Epsc = 0.

S0 = 1.e-10
Sila1 = S0                         ! N defects in sessile loops
Sila2 = S0
Sila3 = S0

Svla1 = S0
Svla2 = S0
Svla3 = S0
Svlc = S0

rk2ila1 = 0.                        ! Length of sessile loops
rk2ila2 = 0.                         ! == sink strength for 3-D
rk2ila3 = 0.                        ! migrating point defects

rk2vla1 = 0.
rk2vla2 = 0.
rk2vla3 = 0.
rk2vlc = 0.

rk1ila1 = 0.                        ! For Sink strength of 1-D
rk1ila2 = 0.                         ! migrating gliisile
rk1ila3 = 0.                         ! clusters [m-1]

rk1vla1 = 0.
rk1vla2 = 0.
rk1vla3 = 0.
rhola1 = pi*rhoda1*rdcap/2.0  ! For dislocation sink strength
rhola2 = pi*rhoda2*rdcap/2.0  ! for 1-D migrating clusters
rhola3 = pi*rhoda3*rdcap/2.0  ! in a1, a2, a3 directions [m-1]

START IRRADIATION

nmax = phimax/dphi                     ! N of integration steps
dt   = dphi/GNRT                       ! Time step

write (10,*) ' nmax=',nmax,' dt=',dt,' s'
write ( *,*) ' nmax=',nmax,' dt=',dt,' s'

do 1000 i = 1,nmax+1

phiNRT = dphi*i                     ! Current irradiation dose

DEFECT PRODUCTION RATES

Gv   = GNRT*esurv                     ! Single vacancies
Gi   = GNRT*esurv*(1.0-eica)          ! Single SIAs
Gica = GNRT*esurv*eica/3.0            ! Glissile SIA cl' a dir'

CONCENTRATIONS OF MOBILE DEFECTS

--- Sink strengths (SS) -------

rkla1 = rhola1 + rk1vlal1 + rk1ila1! for a1-SIA cl' [m-1]
rkla2 = rhola2 + rk1vlal2 + rk1ila2! for a2-SIA cl' [m-1]
rkla3 = rhola3 + rk1vlal3 + rk1ila3! for a3-SIA cl' [m-1]

rkla12 = 2.0*rkla1**2               ! Total SS a1 for 1-D
rkla22 = 2.0*rkla2**2               ! Total SS a2 for 1-D
rkla32 = 2.0*rkla3**2               ! Total SS a3 for 1-D

--- Sink strength for 3-D migrating defects ---

rk2tot = rhoda1 + rhoda2 + rhoda3  ! Dislocations
&   + rk2ila1 + rk2ila2 + rk2ila3 ! Sessile SIA a-loops
&   + rk2vlal + rk2vlal2 + rk2vlal3 ! Sessile vac a-loops
&   + rhodc + rk2vlc               ! Sessile vac c-loops

--- Fluxes = DC ---------

DCica1 = Gica/rkla12                ! Glissile SIA cl' a1
DCica2 = Gica/rkla22                ! Glissile SIA cl' a2
DCica3 = Gica/rkla32                ! Glissile SIA cl' a3
! 3-D migrating point defects

DCv = Gv/rk2tot  ! Total single vacancies
DCi = Gi/rk2tot  ! Total single SIAs

! Net vacancy fluxes in specific directions

F3a1 = (rhoda1+rk2vla1+rk2ila1)*(DCv-DCi)  ! Partial net a1
F3a2 = (rhoda2+rk2vla2+rk2ila2)*(DCv-DCi)  ! Partial net a2
F3a3 = (rhoda3+rk2vla3+rk2ila3)*(DCv-DCi)  ! Partial net a3
F3c  = (rhodc +rk2vlc         )*(DCv-DCi)  ! Partial net c

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL NUMBER OF DEFECTS ACCUMULATED IN LOOPS

Increments

flva1 = (DCv-DCi) - pi*rvcap*rk1a1*DCica1  ! net flux of vac
flva2 = (DCv-DCi) - pi*rvcap*rk1a2*DCica2
flva3 = (DCv-DCi) - pi*rvcap*rk1a3*DCica3
flvc = (DCv-DCi)

dSvla1 = rk2vla1*flva1
dSvla2 = rk2vla2*flva2
dSvla3 = rk2vla3*flva3
dSvlc  = rk2vlc *flvc

flia1 = - (DCv-DCi) + pi*ricap*rk1a1*DCica1  ! net flux of SIAs
flia2 = - (DCv-DCi) + pi*ricap*rk1a2*DCica2
flia3 = - (DCv-DCi) + pi*ricap*rk1a3*DCica3

dSilal = rk2ila1*flial1
dSilal2 = rk2ila2*flial2
dSilal3 = rk2ila3*flial3

Sessile Vacancy loops

Sv1a1 = Sv1a1 + dSv1a1*dt  ! a1 type
Sv1a2 = Sv1a2 + dSv1a2*dt  ! a2 type
Sv1a3 = Sv1a3 + dSv1a3*dt  ! a3 type
Sv1c  = Sv1c  + dSv1c *dt  ! c  type

Sessile SIA loops

Silal = Silal + dSilal*dt  ! a1 type
Silal2 = Silal2 + dSilal2*dt  ! a2 type
Silal3 = Silal3 + dSilal3*dt  ! a3 type

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
 LOOP RADII, DENSITIES AND SINK STRENGTHS

 c
dd = dilam*dphi/phiAI
 SIA a1-loops

 if (densila1.lt.dilam.and.flia1.gt.0.) densila1 = densila1 + dd
 if (Silal.ge.0.and.densila1.gt.0.) then
   rila1 = dsqrt(Silal/(pi*bura*densila1))
 else
   Silal = S0
 endif
rk2ila1 = 2.0*pi*rilal*densila1
rk1ila1 = rk2ila1*(pi*ricap/2.0)

 c
SIA a2-loops

 if (densila2.lt.dilam.and.flia2.gt.0.) densila2 = densila2 + dd
 if (Silal2.ge.0.and.densila2.gt.0.) then
   rila2 = dsqrt(Silal2/(pi*bura*densila2))
 else
   Silal2 = S0
 endif
rk2ila2 = 2.0*pi*rilal2*densila2
rk1ila2 = rk2ila2*(pi*ricap/2.0)

 c
SIA a3-loops

 if (densila3.lt.dilam.and.flia3.gt.0.) densila3 = densila3 + dd
 if (Silal3.ge.0.and.densila3.gt.0.) then
   rila3 = dsqrt(Silal3/(pi*bura*densila3))
 else
   Silal3 = S0
 endif
rk2ila3 = 2.0*pi*rilal3*densila3
rk1ila3 = rk2ila3*(pi*ricap/2.0)

 c
Vac a1-loops

 if (densvla1.lt.dvlam.and.flva1.gt.0.) densvla1 = densvla1 + dd
 if (Svlal.ge.0.and.densvla1.gt.0.) then
   rvla1 = dsqrt(Svlal/(pi*bura*densvla1))
 else
   Svlal = S0
 endif
rk2vlal1 = 2.0*pi*rvlal1*densvla1
rk1vlal1 = rk2vlal1*(pi*rvcap/2.0)

 c
Vac a2-loops

 if (densvla2.lt.dvlam.and.flva2.gt.0.) densvla2 = densvla2 + dd
 if (Svlal2.ge.0.and.densvla2.gt.0.) then
   rvla2 = dsqrt(Svlal2/(pi*bura*densvla2))
 else
   Svlal2 = S0
 endif
rk2vlal2 = 2.0*pi*rvlal2*densvla2
rk1vlal2 = rk2vlal2*(pi*rvcap/2.0)
Vac a3-loops

if (densvla3.lt.dvlam.and.flva3.gt.0.) densvla3 = densvla3 + dd
if (Svla3.ge.0.and.densvla3.gt.0.)
   rvla3 = dsqrt(Svla3/(pi*bura*densvla3))
else
   Svla3 = S0
endif
rk2vla3 = 2.0*pi*rvla3*densvla3
rk1vla3 = rk2vla3*(pi*rvcap/2.0)

Vac c-loops

if (phiNRT.gt.phiC) then
   phi = (phiNRT-phiC)/delta
   if (phi.gt.0.and.densvlc.lt.dvlcm) then
      densvlc = dvlcm*(exp(AA*phi)-1.)/(exp(AA)-1.)
   endif
   rvlc = dsqrt(Svlc/(pi*burc*densvlc))
   rk2vlc = 2.0*pi*rvlc*densvlc
endif

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
ACCUMULATED STRAINS

dEpsa1 = Gica - F3a1
dEpsa2 = Gica - F3a2
dEpsa3 = Gica - F3a3
dEpsc = - - F3c

Epsa1 = Epsa1 + dEpsa1*dt    ! a1 direction (partial strain !)
Epsa2 = Epsa2 + dEpsa2*dt    ! a2 direction (partial strain !)
Epsa3 = Epsa3 + dEpsa3*dt    ! a3 direction (partial strain !)
Epsc = Epsc + dEpsc*dt      ! c direction (partial strain !)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
OUTPUT

if (((i/nplot)*nplot.eq.i).or.(i.eq.1).or.(i.eq.nmax) ) then
   ! Total line length
   rk2total1 = rhoda1 + rk2vla1 + rk2ila1
   rk2total2 = rhoda2 + rk2vla2 + rk2ila2
   rk2total3 = rhoda3 + rk2vla3 + rk2ila3
   rk2totc  = rhodc + rk2vlc

   Dislocation velocities
   Val = abs(dEpsa1/GNRT/(rk2total1*bura)*1.e9) ! [nm/NRT dpa]
   Va2 = abs(dEpsa2/GNRT/(rk2total2*bura)*1.e9) ! [nm/NRT dpa]
   Va3 = abs(dEpsa3/GNRT/(rk2total3*bura)*1.e9) ! [nm/NRT dpa]
   Vc  = abs(dEpsc /GNRT/(rk2totc *burc)*1.e9) ! [nm/NRT dpa]
   ratc = rk2totc/rk2tot

   Cartesian coordinate system, where x is along a1, y is perpendicular to a1 and c, and z is along c
Epsx = Epsa1 + (Epsa2+Epsa3)*cos(pi/3.)**2 ! X in XYZ
Epsy = (Epsa2+Epsa3)*cos(pi/6.)**2 ! Y in XYZ
Epsz = Epsc ! Z in XYZ
c
SumEx = Epsx + Epsy + Epsz
SumEa = Epsa1 + Epsa2 + Epsa3 + Epsc
c
rk2x = rk2total + (rk2tota2+rk2tota3)*cos(pi/3.)**2
rk2y = (rk2tota2+rk2tota3)*sin(pi/3.)**2
rk2z = rk2totc
c
Ratxt = rk2x/(rk2x+rk2y+rk2z)
Raty = rk2y/(rk2x+rk2y+rk2z)
Ratzt = rk2z/(rk2x+rk2y+rk2z)

dEpsx = dEpsa1 + (dEpsa2+dEpsa3)*cos(pi/3.)**2
dEpsy = (dEpsa2+dEpsa3)*cos(pi/6.)**2
c
Vx = abs(dEpsx/GNRT/(rk2x*bura)*1.e9) ! [nm/NRT dpa]
Vy = abs(dEpsy/GNRT/(rk2y*bura)*1.e9) ! [nm/NRT dpa]
Vz = Vc

c
WRITE INTO FILES

c write (11,900) phiNRT,Epsc,Epsa1,Epsa2,Epsa3,SumEa
c write (12,900) phiNRT,Vc,Val,Va2,Va3
c write (13,900) phiNRT,rila1,densila1,rk2ila1
       ,rvila1,densvlila1,rk2vlila1,rk2total
       ,rvila2,densvla2,rk2vla2,rk2tota2
       ,rvila3,densvla3,rk2vla3,rk2tota3
write (14,900) phiNRT,rila2,densila2,rk2ila2
c write (15,900) phiNRT,rila3,densila3,rk2ila3
c write (16,900) phiNRT,rila2,densila2,rk2ila2
c write (17,900) phiNRT,Epsx,Epsy,SumEx
c write (18,900) phiNRT,Vz,Vx,Vy
c write (19,900) phiNRT,flia1,flia2,flva1,flva2
c write (20,900) phiNRT,rk2x,rk2y,rk2z,Ratxt,Raty,Ratzt
c write (21,900) phiNRT,3.*rk2ila1,rk2vla1
c
c format(10(1x,1pe10.3))

c SCREEN

c write ( *,900) phiNRT,Epsz,Epsy,SumEx,SumEa
c endif
c
c 900 continue ! END OF MAIN DO-LOOP

c WRITE INTO FILES

c write (10,*), ' FINISH '
c write ( *,*) ' FINISH '
c
    close (10)
close (11)
close (12)
close (13)
close (14)
close (15)
close (16)
close (17)
close (18)
close (19)
close (20)
c
    stop
end
c
----------------------------------
---- END OF THE CODE ----------------------
c----------------------------------
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